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A B S T R A C T

The Ultraviolet and VIsible Spectrometer (UVIS), covering the 200–650 nm range, is one of three spectrometers that comprise the NOMAD instrument on the ExoMars
2016 Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO). UVIS can operate in solar occultation, nadir and limb viewing mode and was designed to monitor ozone and aerosols in the Martian
atmosphere. Here, we describe the calibration procedure to convert the UVIS raw data into a calibrated data product ready for scientiﬁc exploitation. The calibration
includes the CCD offset and dark current subtraction, the wavelength assignment, the noise identiﬁcation and removal, the smearing removal, and the radiance or
transmittance conversion. A straylight correction, critical for some parts of the UVIS spectral range, is also applied during the data reduction process, which is
described in more detail in two companion papers [Mason et al., 2022; Depiesse et al., In prep] corresponding to two different and independent methods giving
consistent results. The solar occultation observations are converted into transmittance and are therefore self-calibrating, while nadir and limb measurements require
an absolute radiometric calibration. A comparison with coincident nadir MRO/MARCI measurements is provided as a ﬁnal validation and generally shows a 10%
agreement on the radiances measured by both instruments.

1. Introduction
The Nadir and Occultation for MArs Discovery (NOMAD) instrument
onboard ExoMars 2016 Trace Gas Orbiter (TGO) was designed to study
the composition of the Martian atmosphere with a particular focus on
trace gases and aerosols [Neefs et al., 2015; Robert et al., 2016; Vandaele
et al., 2018]. TGO has been in orbit around Mars since 2016, with the
nominal science mission beginning in April 2018 after a period of aerobraking to achieve the ﬁnal science orbit. The NOMAD spectrometer
suite is composed of three channels. Two channels are infrared (IR)
spectrometers and were designed to operate under a speciﬁc geometry:
The “Solar Occultation” channel (SO), and the “Limb, Nadir and Occultation” channel (LNO). The third channel, UVIS, operates in three
viewing geometries: solar occultation, nadir and limb in order to achieve

its main scientiﬁc aims; to study and to monitor atmospheric ozone, dust,
and ice aerosols in the Martian atmosphere. A detailed description of the
UVIS instrument is provided by [Patel et al., 2017].
In this paper we describe the calibration process to convert UVIS raw
data to fully calibrated data (radiance or transmittance) ready for science
analysis. Section 2 gives a description summary of the instrument and its
characteristics. In Section 3, we present the viewing modes and their
associated measurement characteristics. Section 4 describes the calibration process from raw data to level 1. Finally, in Section 5, we present a
radiometric comparison of the UVIS calibrated data with measurements
from the Mars Color Imager (MARCI) instrument [Bell et al., 2009]
aboard the Mars Reconnaissance Orbiter (MRO), as validation of the
calibration process.
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2. Instrument description and characteristics

3. Measurements and data

The optical design of UVIS is based on a conventional Czerny-Turner
conﬁguration spectrometer. The instrument is composed of two parts, the
spectrometer itself, and the entrance optics that collect light from the
UVIS telescopes apertures. There are two telescopes for UVIS, one for the
nadir (also used for limb measurements) and one for the solar occultation
mode (often referred hereafter just as occultation). For a more detailed
description of the UVIS design the readers are referred to [Patel et al.,
2017] and for its radiometric performance to [Vandaele et al., 2015].
As shown in Fig. 1, the light passing through the entrance aperture is
collected by a parabolic mirror for the nadir entrance, or by a ﬂat mirror
followed by a parabolic mirror when working in occultation. The parabolic mirror concentrates the light into the optical ﬁber(s): due to the
difference of intensity, the occultation channel contains one optical ﬁber
to collect the incoming light, while the nadir channel is composed of a
bundle of 19 ﬁbers mounted in a circular plan at the telescope entrance
and in a vertical plan at the exit in front of the spectrometer. The optical
ﬁber for a selected channel is moved in front of spectrometer's entrance
by the selector mechanism, allowing light from that channel to enter the
spectrometer. The selector mechanism has three possible positions,
occultation, nadir and a third, non-illuminated, position (referred to as
“dark”) where measurement of the “dark” background noise can be
performed.
Once the light passes through the selector mechanism, it enters the
spectrometer aperture via a slit and reﬂects on a collimating mirror
before reaching the diffraction grating, where the spectral decomposition
occurs. After decomposition, a focusing mirror is used to re-focus the
same spectral components of light on the detector to record the spectral
intensity. A high-pass ﬁlter is coated on the longer wavelength half of the
detector to reject the second order of shorter wavelength radiation.
UVIS covers the spectral range from 200 to 650 nm with a resolution
ranging between 1.2 nm at the shortest wavelengths and 1.7 nm at the
longest wavelengths. The detector is a CCD with 256 rows (spatial direction) of 1024 pixels along the spectral direction and which will be
referred hereafter as the “spectral pixels”. The ﬁeld of view (FOV) of the
occultation channel is 2 arcmin corresponding to an instantaneous FOV
of about 1 km at tangent altitude, while the nadir channel has a 43
arcmin circular FOV, corresponding to a 5 km diameter instantaneous
footprint on the planet surface in nadir viewing, and to about 20 km at
tangent altitude for limb observations.

In this section, we describe the types of observations performed by
UVIS and how the data are recorded and organized. The data are organized in ﬁles containing each several consecutive measurements acquired with the same observation mode, i.e. nadir (dayside/nightside),
limb (dayside/nightside) or occultation. The raw data ﬁles recorded on
board are transmitted back to Earth, where they are converted and stored
under hdf5 format data ﬁles to be calibrated. The calibration process
undergoes several steps, starting with the addition of the geometry
characteristics, followed by the data reduction described in detail in the
present paper.
Prior to detailing the calibration, we introduce the way the data are
recorded on board: We explain ﬁrst the binning and truncation possibilities of the CCD in Section 3.1 and describe the CCD readout in Section
3.2. The different viewing modes and their associated characteristic CCD
frames are then described in Section 3.3. Finally, a description of the
different measurements composing a data ﬁle is given in Section 3.4.
3.1. CCD frame, onboard data binning and truncation
Each UVIS observation records a CCD frame that generally contains
the UV–visible range 200–650 nm. An example of typical raw CCD
frames for a nadir and an occultation observation is shown in Fig. 2.
Recording CCD frames in such a manner results in large data volumes,
as such UVIS represents the majority of the NOMAD data volume to be
transmitted back to Earth. As the data volume allowance varies during
the mission, the UVIS output is modiﬁed to lower its data volume requirements but still achieve the frame output critical for the calibration
process. The UVIS CCD can operate with different binning and truncation
modes in order to reduce the quantity of data recorded (one setup choice
per ﬁle):
- Vertical truncation: A vertical truncation is performed to reduce the
number of transmitted rows. Only the CCD rows necessary for an
accurate data treatment are kept, all the other rows are discarded. The
part of the CCD which is kept is called hereafter the region of interest
(ROI). The ROI includes: the “light” region (LR) illuminated by the
desired incoming light; and the “non-light” region (NLR), located on
each side (top and bottom) of the LR, that is not illuminated by the
desired incoming light. The NLR contains however straylight (as does
the LR) and is useful for the straylight removal process. The
Fig. 1. Schematics of the UVIS instrument reproduced from [Vandaele et al., 2015]: the entrance optics for nadir observations (NA) with the parabolic
mirror (PMNA) and the bundle of ﬁbers (FNA), the
entrance optics for solar occultation observations (SO)
with the ﬂat mirror (FM) located in the periscope, the
parabolic mirror (PMSO), the pinhole (P) and the optical ﬁber (FSO); the selector mechanism (SM); the
spectrometer with the entrance slit (S), the aperture
(A), the collimating mirror (M1), the diffraction
grating (G), the focusing mirror (M2), the 2nd order
ﬁlter (2F) and the detector (CCD).
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Fig. 2. Examples of UVIS CCD recorded raw frames for (a) nadir and (b) solar occultation observations. Spectral pixel #1 corresponds to the UV (around 200 nm),
while pixel 1024 is a visible wavelength (around 650 nm). The typical ROI for each observation mode is represented by colored rows while the grey parts present at
the very top and bottom of each frame represent the limits of discarded rows from the vertical truncation. The limits between the illuminated “light” region (LR) and
the non-illuminated “no light” regions (NLR) are delimited by the purple lines. No horizontal binning was applied for these two measurements.

by one row. This process is performed iteratively until the whole ROI is
read and takes about 10 ms per row.
Practically, it means that using a larger truncation with a smaller ROI
will prevent signal contamination during the readout process: occultation
observations are recorded in that way (see details in Section 3.3.1).
Whereas frames recorded using a smaller truncation with a larger ROI
will suffer from signal contamination during readout, a problem evident
in nadir and limb measurements (see Section 3.3.2 and 3.3.3).

delimitation of the ROI, LR and NLR are displayed in Fig. 2. Another
advantage of the vertical truncation is the reduction of the CCD
readout time, as will be discussed in the next section.
- Horizontal truncation: Truncating a part of the spectral range is
sometimes used to record measurements with a longer integration
time in the UV, where the signal is lower (cf. Fig. 2), to increase the
Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR). This mode is not nominal and not often
used.
- Vertical binning: It is possible to bin all the rows of the ROI during the
readout of the CCD in order to transmit only one single binned row
instead of a frame. This recording mode signiﬁcantly degrades the
data treatment, preventing the straylight correction and the bad
pixels' removal. This mode was used at the beginning of the mission
but was abandoned as a viable observation option due to the presence
of severe straylight issues in the binned spectra.
- Horizontal binning: Binning spectral pixels is the preferred solution to
reduce the data volume transmission when necessary. Nominally, the
instrument operates without spectral binning but when necessary
(low data rate conditions) the pixels of a row can be binned in sets of
four or eight. This mode degrades the spectral resolution and the
identiﬁcation of the bad pixels.

3.3. Viewing geometries and CCD frames
3.3.1. Solar occultation
A solar occultation observation involves pointing the UVIS occultation telescope towards the Sun such that the UVIS-Sun line of sight intersects with the Martian atmosphere allowing measurement of
atmospheric extinction at different altitudes. An occultation ﬁle contains
a single occultation observation that groups a set of occultation measurements corresponding to different tangential altitudes from top to
bottom for an ingress (or inversely for an egress) in the atmosphere. The
vertical resolution between two consecutive measurements usually varies
between 0.2 and 1.4 km (and 0.7–4.4 km until mid-February 2019).
The calibrated spectra from this viewing mode are converted into
transmittances (see Section 4.9.1): all spectra are divided by a reference
solar spectrum, which is obtained by averaging several spectra measured
during the same observation above the top of the atmosphere where no
extinction occurs. Those spectra are therefore relative and “self-calibrated” (from a radiometric perspective).
A recorded frame of a solar occultation observation is shown in the
bottom panel of Fig. 2. The ROI ranges from row 141 to 206 (66 rows
retained) and as of August 2020 the ROI was increased from row 136 to
206 (71 rows retained) to allow for calibration improvements. The ROI is

3.2. CCD readout
The CCD readout process is important as the selector mechanism is
kept in the same position during consecutive science measurements and
the CCD is therefore continually exposed to input signal during the
readout. The readout process starts with the vertical truncation: all bottom rows outside ROI are ﬂushed and the ROI is shifted down by the
same number of rows. The readout of the ROI is then performed row by
row: reading the very bottom row then shifting down the remaining ROI
3
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are recorded without illumination, i.e. with the selector mechanism in
“dark position”, preventing light from reaching the spectrometer and the
detector. A bias measurement is recorded with a 0 ms integration time
and is used for the read noise calculation (see Section 4.10.1). While the
dark measurements are recorded with the same integration time as the
“science” measurements and are used to estimate the accumulated dark
charge to be subtracted.
“Science” measurements are recorded with the selector mechanism is
in either nadir or occultation position and must be seen as a two-step
process. First, during the exposure time, the LR of the frame receives
the signal from the desired light source (Mars/Sun) but also straylight
and dark charges due to the dark current. These two last contributions
need to be removed.
Second, during the readout process, some additional contributions
are recorded. For occultations, NLR straylight and dark charges need to
be considered. In nadir, the same applies for the part of the “shifted” ROI
that lies outside of the LR during the readout. However, the part of the
“shifted” ROI, that still lies in the LR, acquires additional Mars/Sun signal
and LR straylight. These additional straylight and signal components are
related to the “smearing” effect, which must be corrected for in the nadir/
limb observations. This effect is negligible for occultation observations.
The science measurements require a complete calibration process
divided in the following steps: 1) non-linearity correction 2) offset bias
removal; 3) dark current removal; 4) bad pixel identiﬁcation; 5) smearing
removal; 6) wavelength assignment 7) straylight removal; 8) vertical
binning (on the LR rows to increase the SNR); 9) radiance (nadir/limb) or
transmittance (occultation) conversion.

thus shifted down by 140 rows (135 rows) to perform the readout. As a
result of the vertical truncation, the ROI is fully shifted into the nonilluminated bottom part of the CCD while being read and is therefore
not contaminated by additional illumination. The change in the width of
the ROI increased the CCD readout time from 720 ms to 770 ms which
only marginally decreased the vertical resolution of occultation observations. In occultation the width of the LR varies from about 15 rows at
the UV end and increases to about 50 rows at the visible end. Occultation
measurements are typically recorded with an integration time (IT) of 45
or 75 ms. When added to the CCD readout and the data transmission time
to the onboard computer, this gives a total measurement cadence of
approximately 1.1 s. It is this measurement cadence and the total
observation duration that determines the vertical resolution of an
occultation observation.
3.3.2. Nadir
A dayside nadir measurement consists in pointing down at the planet
surface, i.e. with the line of sight following the normal to Mars areoid, to
record the solar radiation backscattered by the atmosphere and/or the
surface. It permits assessment of the absorption and scattering of the
atmosphere integrated over the total atmospheric height (also called
atmospheric column) and/or the surface reﬂectance with a good spatial
resolution over localized areas on the planet. The footprint on the
Martian surface represents a stadium shape of about 5 km cross-track and
20–100 km along-track, depending on the integration time.
Nadir nightside measurements are also performed occasionally, the
geometry is the same but the instrument then records the light emitted by
the atmosphere. These observations are not frequent since emissions are
very weak in the UV–visible.
Nadir observations require an absolute radiometric conversion
(described in Section 4.9.2), as no solar reference measurement is
recorded in this mode.
A recorded frame of a dayside nadir observation is shown in the top
panel of Fig. 2. The ROI generally comprises 184 CCD rows from row 58
to 241 (189 rows [58–246] from August 2020). The LR spreads on about
100 rows at the UV end and increases to about 130 rows at the visible
end. Nadir measurements are typically recorded with integration time of
5–20 s, and have a CCD readout time of about 2 s. In this case, the ROI is
thus shifted down by only 57 rows to perform the readout (as a result of
the vertical truncation), implying that the upper part of the ROI is still
illuminated while being read. This is called the “smearing” effect and has
to be taken into account and corrected during the calibration process
(detailed in Section 4.5).

4. Data calibration
We consider here the calibration of a raw “science” CCD frame
Yraw(w,r,i). The indices “w” and “r” refer respectively to the “wavelength” (i.e. spectral pixel) and “row” index of the CCD frame, while “i” is
the “measurement” index in the ﬁle to calibrate. The shortened notation
Yraw(w,r) will be often used when referring to a CCD frame for reading
clarity when the reference to the measurement index is not needed.
4.1. Linearity correction
The ﬁrst step consists in checking the values recorded by each pixel of
the CCD to identify which are in the non-linear regime. Indeed the linear
relation for the CCD between electrons recorded and the number of
photons reaching it is valid until a certain threshold, accumulating from
there the electrons with a decreasing rate. The way to study the (non-)
linearity is usually performed using measurements at different integration times (IT) using the same light source. Such measurements were
performed with the nadir channel during the ground calibration
campaign for 6 ITs between 0.5 and 12 s. Unfortunately the longest IT is
not sufﬁcient to study the linearity on the full capacity range of the CCD.
The theoretical full-well capacity of our CCD is 65,536 counts (216) while
the measurements of the longest IT only reach values of about 43,000
counts. Nevertheless these measurements were used to verify the linearity until 43 k counts.
In order to extend the study to higher values, we used the direct Sun
measurements recorded in occultation at the beginning of the mission in
June 2018. Several occultations using 4 different ITs (30, 45, 75 and 100
ms) were recorded in a short time period (12 consecutive days). The
principle was ﬁrst to build a frame for each IT by averaging together
several direct Sun measurements (i.e. a relatively constant source). The
100 ms frame reaches the full-well capacity for certain pixels, which
allows to study the (non-)linearity of the CCD on its full capacity range.
The (non-)linearity curve is shown in Fig. 3. It was derived by identifying
and averaging together all the pixels with similar values in the 100 ms
frame and compare it to the average obtained from the same pixels of the
other IT frames. The results from the three lower ITs were ﬁtted to
determine the linear slope and quantify the deviation of the 100 ms

3.3.3. Limb
A limb measurement consists in pointing the nadir telescope toward
the atmospheric limbs in front of deep space in order to record emissions
(dayside/nightside) and/or scattered solar light (dayside) at different
altitudes. A limb observation contains a set of these altitude measurements from above the top of the atmosphere down to generally 30–60 km
altitude. Nightside limb measurements can also be performed, but are not
frequent due to the weak signal measured in this conﬁguration.
Limb measurements use the same ROI characteristics as the nadir
measurements described in previous Section 3.3.2.
3.4. Science, dark and bias measurements
An observation ﬁle contains three types of measurements. It always
starts and ends with a combination of two housekeeping measurements: a
“bias” followed by a “dark” measurement, see below for description. In
between, the core of the ﬁle contains all the “science” measurements, i.e.
those requiring calibration and used for the study of Mars. Early in the
mission, several dark measurements were also recorded in the core when
using the nadir channel but it was stopped to extend the lifetime of the
selector mechanism.
“Bias” and “dark” measurements are used for calibration purpose and
4
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Fig. 3. Deviation from the linear electron accumulation of the UVIS CCD. The UVIS shows a linear regime until about 54 k accumulated counts then enters in the nonlinear regime. This curve is used to correct the raw UVIS data in the non-linear regime (see details in the text).

measurement, respectively noted as Ydark1(w,r) and Ydark2(w,r):

results.
The curve in Fig. 3 is used to correct part of the UVIS data found in the
non-linear regime.
All the raw pixels found in the non-linear regime below 1% deviation
(i.e. between about 54 k and 63.5 k) are corrected for the deviation.
About 2% of the recorded frames are affected by pixels in this non-linear
regime, both for nadir daysides and occultations.
While the raw pixels with values larger than 63.5 k are not corrected,
they are ﬂagged as saturated pixels to be discarded (cf. Section 4.4). They
represent respectively about 5.7% and 1% of the nadir daysides' and
occultations’ frames. Note that the presence of saturated pixels in a frame
does not jeopardize its calibration as it only concerns the part(s) of the
frame where the signal is the highest (see Fig. 2). The rest of the frame
remains perfectly useable to pursue the calibration process.

Ydark ðw; r; iÞ ¼ ð1  ki Þ Ydark1 ðw; rÞ þ ki Ydark2 ðw; rÞ

(1)

where ki is a weighting fraction for the ith measurement within an
occultation or nadir observation and is calculated using the dark current
vs detector temperature function “DC(T)”. DC(T) was found by ﬁtting an
exponential function to the measured DC at different CCD temperatures,
over the 2018 period. The DC temperature dependence and the DC(T)
best ﬁt are shown in Fig. 4a.
For each UVIS observation, the CCD temperature is recorded at the
end of each measurement at a resolution of 0.39  C. The coarse temperature resolution was found to be insufﬁcient for accurate DC determination and therefore an estimate of the ‘true’ CCD temperature,
Tﬁt(m), was found by ﬁtting the recorded CCD temperatures with a 6th
order polynomial, as shown in Fig. 4b. Combining Tﬁt and DC(T), the
weighting fraction for ith measurement is calculated as follows:

4.2. Offset bias removal
The removal of the offset bias which is calculated for each CCD row
then subtracted from the raw frame. The UVIS CCD has sixteen virtual
pixels at the end of each CCD row, called the overscan pixels, that are not
illuminated and, being virtual, do not accumulate charge from thermal
dark current. The offset bias OB(r) is obtained by calculating the mean
signal over the last eight of these overscan pixels. The ﬁrst eight overscan
pixels are not used as they may suffer from signal leaks from the effective
part of the CCD. The frame corrected for the offset YOff(w,r) is thus obtained from YrawLin (i.e. Yraw after potential non-linearity corrections, as
described in Section 4.1):

ki ¼

DCðiÞ  DCðidark1 Þ
DCðidark2 Þ  DCðidark1 Þ

where we used a shortened notation for clarity: DC(i) stands for
DC(Tﬁt(i)); idark1 and idark2 are the measurements indices for the two dark
observations. An example of the estimated dark current for a CCD row in
a science measurement, obtained from Equation (1) in Section 4.3 is
shown in Fig. 5.
4.4. Bad pixel ﬂagging

YOff ðw; rÞ ¼ YrawLin ðw; rÞ – OB ðrÞ

Bad pixels must be identiﬁed in order to not jeopardize the quality of
the data calibration. They must be discarded before the straylight
removal process (Section 4.7) and the binning of the LR CCD rows
(Section 4.8).
Bad pixels refer here to several types of issues. (1) saturated pixels:
Pixels which are in the non-linearity regime of the CCD above 63.5 k
counts (in the raw data, see Section 4.1). (2) hot pixels: Pixels which do
not respond linearly in a recurrent way. And (3) anomalous pixels: Pixels
which show a one-time unexpected behavior such as a cosmic ray hitting
the detector and contaminating one or several adjacent pixels on the
CCD.
Hot pixels: The detection of hot pixels is performed using the dark
frame measurements within the considered observation. The DC signal

4.3. Dark current removal
The next step in the calibration process is to estimate the charge
accumulated from thermally generated dark current (DC) and remove it
from the bias offset corrected frame (YOff). The frame corrected for dark
current (YDC) is calculated by subtraction of the DC correction frame
(Ydark):
YDC ðw; rÞ ¼ YOff ðw; rÞ  Ydark ðw; rÞ
The DC correction frame Ydark(w,r) is obtained using a combination of
the 2 dark frames, recorded before and after the considered
5
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Fig. 4. a): Dark current as function of CCD temperature. The black dot corresponds to the averaged dark current measured on the whole CCD frame. The pink line
shows the derived exponential DC(T) function derived using the data from 2018 measurements. b) Example of the CCD temperature ﬁt for a nadir observation.

Fig. 5. Example of an estimated dark current spectrum (red line) for the CCD row 150 of a nadir observation using the previous and next dark measurements (black
and blue lines). We note that the dark spectra are relatively constant here with a “normal” count level around 50–100 counts (highlighted in yellow area) with mostly
small variations (of about some counts) due to the thermal and readout noises. The large spikes (of 100s/1000s of counts) correspond to hot pixels (discussed in
Section 4.4).

the lower the intensity of the incoming signal, the more important the
impact that these divergent pixels have. Therefore, occultations require a
less constrained detection, as the signal is usually strong and the frames
are not affected by divergent pixels. Medium constrain criteria are used
for dayside nadir, which suffers from divergent pixels and usually has a
medium to large signal intensity, while a stricter detection is applied to
limb and nightside measurements, also affected by divergent pixels but
for which the signal is low.
The hot pixels, to be removed, are identiﬁed as the divergent pixels
that were found in both dark frames of the observation.1 The proportion
of hot pixels usually found in a frame represents less than 0.1% for occultations, 8–11% for nadir dayside measurements and 14–17% for limb
and nightside measurements.

shows relatively small variations due to the thermal and readout noises,
as highlight in the yellow band of Fig. 5. The pixels with larger deviations
from the dark signal are potential hot pixels. To ﬁnd them, we calculate
the median M(r) and standard deviation Std(r) on all the pixels for each
CCD row. The “divergent” pixels that differ signiﬁcantly from the median
are identiﬁed for each row by: Yraw ðw; rÞ– MðrÞ > khot StdðrÞ .
This process is iterated several times with the M(r) and Std(r) updated
at each iteration, discarding all the “divergent” pixels identiﬁed at previous iteration for the calculation of the next one. The number of iterations (typically between 2 and 4) and the k hot factor (typically between
2.5 and 4) were arbitrarily chosen, using a subset of observations at the
beginning of the mission, by iterative tuning and visual approval of the
noise removed dark spectra. We have chosen one set of values for each
type of measurement, which was deﬁned depending on how strict the
“divergent” pixel detection is required. For instance, the number of
divergent pixels is relatively important in nadir/limb frames but (almost)
not present in occultation frames. It can be seen comparing the frames of
Fig. 2, that numerous brighter spots are present in the nadir frame, while
these same bright spots are not observed in the occultation frame. Also,

1
Except at the beginning of the mission when more than two dark frames
were recorded per observation. Hot pixels were then identiﬁed if the detection
had occurred in more than 50% of the dark frames (the 50% threshold was
chosen arbitrarily).
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previous iteration. The equation to identify the divergent pixels is given
by:

A divergent pixel that was only identiﬁed in one of the two dark
frames is ﬂagged as an “anomalous” pixel for the dark frame affected. To
prevent this anomalous pixel to contaminate all “science” measurements
during the DC removal process, its value is replaced by the median value
M(r) for the corresponding row.
Anomalous pixels: The method for their detection is similar to the
method used for the detection of hot pixels but instead performed in the
“science” measurements after the DC removal. Contrarily to dark frames,
the illumination of the CCD varies both horizontally and vertically in a
“science” frame (see Fig. 2). The detection is divided into three steps,
each step corresponding to a part of the CCD that has similar illumination. The three parts are, 1) the LR, 2) The NLR below the LR and 3) the
NLR above the LR (see Fig. 2).
As we can see in Fig. 6 c) and e) for the LR case, the spectra (¼rows)
do not have the same absolute values but show nonetheless a similar
behavior. We therefore not use the absolute values of the recorded
spectra to identify divergent pixels, but rather relative differences D(w,r)
between adjacent pixels.
Using D(w,r), we calculate the vertical mean MD(w) and standard
deviation StdD(w) on all the row pixels for each spectral pixel. Then an
iterative process, similar to that explained above for the hot pixels
detection, is applied: Identifying the divergent pixels using MD and StdD,
which are both updated at each iteration by discarding from the mean
and standard deviation recalculation all the divergent pixels identiﬁed at

Dðw; rÞ – MDðwÞ > kano StdDðwÞ
As for hot pixels, the number of iterations is typically between 2 and 4
and the kano factor (ranging between 2.5 and 6) were arbitrarily chosen,
using a subset of observations at the beginning of the mission, by iterative
tuning and visual approval of the noise removed spectra. An example for
the LR of each viewing mode is given in Fig. 6. The set of values also
depend on the type of measurements, with, as for hot pixel detection,
more relaxed detection criteria for occultations, medium for nadir daysides and stricter criteria for limb and nightside observations.
4.5. Smearing removal
The smearing effect occurs because the CCD is still illuminated while
being read row by row: The top rows, which are read after, can therefore
receive more illumination than the bottom ones. As mentioned in Section
3.3.1, smearing does not affect occultation measurements for which the
vertical truncation, applied before the reading, is large and directly shifts
down the whole ROI in the bottom NLR of the CCD. On the contrary,
nadir and limb measurements are affected by the smearing: a larger ROI
combined with a less important truncation makes that the ROI is still
partly illuminated during the reading, as explained in Section 3.3.2.

Fig. 6. Examples of bad pixel removal for a limb observation around 70 km altitude (a,b), for a nadir dayside (c,d) and for an occultation at 129 km (e,f). Spectra
before bad pixel removal are displayed on the left and after removal on the right. The different lines on each plot represent the LR rows of a CCD frame. These plots
show the importance of the noise removal, especially when signal is lower. Almost no signal is recorded in the limb measurement example (top). The little bump
around pixel 793 in top right panel corresponds to the ﬁrst detection of the green line at 557.7 nm [Gerard et al., 2020], which faint signal was completely drowned in
the noise at ﬁrst (top left). Many “spikes” are still identiﬁed in the nadir measurement (middle). One “spike” was found in the occultation case.
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fraction of another non-illuminated row. Row number 100 is used as
reference to calculate the SCs of these ﬁrst rows (Row 100 was chosen
because it is the last row fully contained in the NLR, with therefore a
larger straylight and a lower relative error than the rows below). Taking
the truncation into account, Equation (2) for smearing correction given
above is changed to:

For limb and nadir measurements, the smearing must be removed
from each CCD frame. If all the 256 CCD rows were read, the signal of a
CCD row would be composed of the signal recorded by this row during
the integration time (IT, usually 5–20 s) added to the signal acquired
during the readout process, corresponding to the sum of the 0.01 s contributions spent on each row below. In this case, the r-th row (r in
[1:256]) of the frame corrected for smearing YSC is obtained by subtracting the cumulative smearing corrections (SC):
YSC ðw; rÞ ¼ YDC ðw; rÞ –

r1
X



SC w; rj

YSC ðw; rÞ ¼ YDC ðw; rÞ –

rr0
X



SC w; rj

rj ¼0

(2)

where r is the ROI row number considered (for Fig. 7 example, r ¼
[48,241]). The same recursive procedure as described above can be
applied. An example of the smearing correction for a vertical slice of the
CCD and how the smearing increases as a function of the CCD row is
shown in Fig. 7.

rj ¼0

where the smearing correction of a given row rj is calculated as:




0:01
YSC w; rj
SC w; rj ¼
IT
The SC terms is calculated row by row recursively: starting from row 1
that does not contain smearing SC(w,0) ¼ 0. From there, SC(w,1) can be
calculated and used to correct row 2, which allows to calculate SC(w,2)
to correct row 3, and so on recursively until the whole CCD is corrected.
In practice, only a part of the CCD is read, e.g. in the case of Fig. 7, we
consider a ROI of 194 rows with a starting row (r0) at row 48. Equation
(2) here above must be adapted to take into account of the truncation and
the fact that the value of the smearing correction for the ﬁrst rows below
r0 is not known. The impact of the SC of these ﬁrst rows are relatively
limited as they are lying in a non-illuminated part of the CCD that only
contains little straylight, and which corrections have been estimated. A
study of the SC in the non-illuminated area was performed using full
frame measurements (i.e reading all 256 rows) speciﬁcally recorded
during the mission for this calibration purpose. The study has shown that
the SC increases gradually with the row number and can be estimated as a

4.6. Wavelength assignment
An initial pixel to wavelength assignment was performed using laboratory measurements performed before launch in 2016. These measurements were obtained with Pen-Ray light sources (models: Hg–Ne
#6034, Xe #6033, Ne #6032, Kr #6031, Ar #6030 from Newport®) that
produce monochromatic emission lines at known wavelengths, the
spectral output of the Hg–Ne Pen-Ray light source is shown in Fig. 8. The
identiﬁcation of these spectral lines allows the wavelength-pixel assignment to be derived. At the start of the science mission, the wavelength
assignment was further improved, by comparing the position of the solar
lines in UVIS measurements with a solar reference spectrum. The reference spectrum used for this is a high resolution spectrum coming from
[Meftah et al., 2018], that was convoluted to UVIS resolution for the
comparison. A small adjustment (<0.5 nm) was applied from the ﬁrst

Fig. 7. Example of the smearing removal for a vertical slice of the CCD at spectral pixel 250 (around 315 nm) with a ROI between rows [48,241]. The data before and
after the smearing subtraction are represented by the dotted black and solid blue lines respectively. The illuminated part of the CCD at this wavelength lies between
rows 123 and 223, while outside of this region the signal is lower and originates from straylight. The cumulative correction for smearing is given by the red line. It
shows a change of slope around row 170 (¼123 þ 47, i.e. the smearing shift due to truncation): below row 170 the smearing contributions are lower as they come
exclusively from the non-illuminated part of the CCD, while above that row, contributions from the illuminated part are also added and becomes therefore more
signiﬁcant. Note that the periodic features present in the illuminated part of the CCD are due to the illumination of the 19 ﬁbers. These features are also visible in the
CCD frame of Fig. 2a.
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Fig. 8. Spectrum of the Hg–Ne Pen-Ray calibration lamp recorded by UVIS. The annotations provide the assignment with the known wavelength emission lines from
the lamp.

except for some small differences in intensity and features. The FS
straylight correction was therefore adapted to take account the ﬂight
model differences so it could be applied to the pFM. The straylight was
studied using band passes ﬁlters and different calibrated lamp sources
emitting from the UV to the IR. This method allows the straylight to be
estimated knowing the incoming NIR radiation reaching the instrument,
with the NIR radiation simulated and extrapolated from the UVIS signal
around 650 nm. This method is described in [Depiesse et al., In prep] and
is applied to nadir dayside measurements.
The second method uses in-ﬂight data from the non-illuminated part
of the CCD to determine the straylight in the illuminated part. The NLR
parts contain only straylight after the smearing removal and thus provides a direct measurement of the NLR straylight present at each wavelength for every measurement. A speciﬁc (spectrally variable)
interpolation is performed between the top and bottom NLR to derive the
straylight in the LR. This method, described in [Mason et al., 2022], is
applied to all types of measurements (except for vertically binned data,
where it is not possible) and is currently the nominal straylight removal
method used in ﬁnal data products.
A comparison of the two independent straylight removal methods'
results is given in Fig. 11 for dayside nadir measurements. It compares
the straylight results around 255 nm where ozone absorption is maximal
(and in the UV where the straylight correction is critical). It shows that

wavelength assignment to optimize the match between UVIS in-ﬂight
solar measurements and the solar reference spectrum. The ﬁnal pixel to
wavelength assignment is shown in Fig. 9.

4.7. Straylight removal
As already mentioned, UVIS suffers from straylight contamination.
The straylight was identiﬁed to originate partially from UV–visible light,
i.e. within the UVIS range [200–650 nm], but predominately from the
near infrared (NIR) between 650 and 1100 nm, outside of the UVIS
range. The removal of the straylight is critical in the calibration process,
especially in the UV and even more for dayside nadir measurements
where the straylight level can be larger than the “true” observed signal.
Two examples of UVIS spectra before and after straylight removal are
shown in Fig. 10 to illustrate the importance of this process. Two
completely independent methods were developed to remove the
straylight.
One of the methods is based on the laboratory calibration measurements that identiﬁed the straylight contamination recorded on the UVIS
proto-ﬂight model (pFM) after delivery to the orbiter. An in-depth
analysis of the straylight was pursued on the UVIS ﬂight-spare (FS)
model post launch. The resultant FS straylight correction was compared
against the pFM straylight and showed the same general behaviour

Fig. 9. Pixel to wavelength assignment for the 1024 effective pixels.
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Fig. 10. Examples of binned spectra for an occultation in blue (20180916_063,425, observation 35 corresponding to 129 km altitude, same as Fig. 1b) and for a
dayside nadir observation in red (20180814_084,043, observation 288, same as Fig. 1a). The x-axis is given as wavelength using the wavelength-pixel assignment
described in Section 4.6. A comparison between the spectra before and after the straylight removal shows how critical this process can be for some parts of the spectra,
as for instance in the UV, where the “true” signal is the lowest and where the straylight can reach the same level of signal or even larger (see the nadir observation
below 260 nm).

Fig. 11. Relative difference between the straylight estimation of the two methods between 250 and 260 nm for the period going from May 2018 to end of August
2021. The values < -10% are represented in dark blue and >10% in magenta.

For the nadir channel, we used originally a constant 81 rows BR for all
wavelengths but we noticed that some well illuminated rows of the UV
were not taken into account with this setup. As the UV part is the most
critical in terms of signal, we changed to a BR also variable with wavelength, adding some more rows in the UV and increasing therefore the
SNR. A similar delimitation than for occultation was applied, including
all row pixels having a signal larger than 60% of the maximum signal
within the spectral pixel column. The number of binned rows includes 87
rows around 200 nm (rows 131–217) to 82 rows around 650 nm (rows
128–209).
Note that the bad pixel identiﬁcation is taken into account during the
binning process, discarding some of the identiﬁed bad pixels depending
on the measurement type. For the nadir channel, all bad pixels (saturated,
hot and anomalous pixels) are discarded prior to binning. The result is
then normalized by the number of rows included in the binning to obtain
an averaged signal per row. For occultation, only saturated and anomalous pixels are removed. However, one must keep in mind that occultation measurements are converted into transmittance, i.e. dividing all
measurements within an observation by a reference measurement at the
top of the atmosphere. Therefore, any pixel discarded in one

the observed differences between the two methods generally lie within
<10%. A more detailed analysis and comparison of the two methods’
results is provided in the companion paper of [Depiesse et al., In prep].
The study of the straylight and its correction is critical to the UVIS science
objectives, with ongoing monitoring and analyses continuing to improve
both methods.
4.8. CCD vertical binning
The frame data are binned (added) to obtain one spectrum per
measurement with an improved SNR. The binning region (BR) is deﬁned
inside of the LR part of the CCD and includes the most illuminated part of
it. Two BR are therefore used, one corresponding to each channel (nadir
or occultation). As the LR, the BR varies with the wavelength depending
on the illumination.
In occultation, for a considered wavelength, the BR includes all row
pixels having a signal larger than 70% of the maximum signal within the
spectral pixel column. Similarly to the LR, the number of binned rows
increases from the UV to the visible: it includes 7 rows around 200 nm
(rows 171–177) to 32 rows around 650 nm (rows 152–183).
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verify the radiance and wavelength calibration as a function of temperature of the spectrometer in vacuum. Except for the DC, the UVIS calibration, and more speciﬁcally the CCD detector, has shown no
dependency on the instrument temperature. Measurements of three
different lamp sources with a known and calibrated radiometric response
were performed, these three separate lamps were required to ensure full
coverage of the UVIS spectral range. The measurements were repeated
ten times for each lamp. The full pipeline process, described in Sections
4.1 to 4.8, was applied to each lamp measurement, then averaged over
the ten measurements for a given lamp in order to be used for the radiance conversion calculation. The resulting calibrated spectra in counts
are shown in Fig. 13a and the derived radiance conversion curve in
Fig. 13b.
The RS12 lamp, by Gamma Scientiﬁc® is a NIST Traceable sources
that can be used as white light standards of spectral radiance or luminance (2.5% uncertainty); it is composed of a tungsten-halogen lamp and
a diffuser. The size of the RS12's diffuser fully covers the acceptance cone
of the nadir ﬁeld of view. It served as the absolute reference to derive the
count-to-radiance (CTR) curve between 429 and 650 nm. The CTR curve
was obtained by taking the ratio of the radiance from the calibration
certiﬁcate multiplied by the integration time (IT) and divided by the
measured count number from the lamp spectrum.
The two other NIST calibrated lamps used to determine the CTR on
the rest of the spectral range, were calibrated in irradiance and did not
include a diffuser. As the nadir telescope includes a parabolic mirror and
a ﬁber bundle, it is therefore not compatible with a point source illumination (or a quasi-point source like the ﬁlament of a bulb) and the
source must ﬁll the full ﬁeld of view of UVIS. A diffuser was used to
homogenize the radiation source, however, by adding a diffuser we could
no longer rely on the calibration certiﬁcate of the lamps. The diffusing
properties of the diffuser were measured in the lab in the same conditions
(lamps and distances). We therefore used a relative approach to estimate
the absolute radiometric quantities.
A 1000 W tungsten-halogen lamp from Osram Sylvania® (model T6,
3% uncertainty), called hereafter “W lamp”, was used to calculate the
CTR curve between 372 and 429 nm. Knowing the radiance conversion at
429 nm from the RS12 lamp, we derived the radiance of the W lamp at
this particular wavelength by calculating the scaling factor between the

measurement must be removed from all measurements within the
observation in order to keep the measurements comparable between
themselves and to obtain an appropriate transmittance.
4.9. Radiance and transmittance conversion
The ﬁnal step of the calibration is the conversion of the data into
transmittance or radiance. Occultation observations are converted into
transmittances and nadir/limb measurements into radiance units (W m2
nm1 sr1).
4.9.1. Occultation channel: transmittance conversion
The method used to calculate the transmittance in occultation observations was described in [Trompet et al., 2016]: it takes the measurements recorded above 120 km altitude to calculate a reference
spectrum at the top of the atmosphere (TOA). Above that altitude, solar
spectra with no atmospheric extinction are recorded. All the spectra
recorded below this 120 km altitude are divided by the TOA reference
spectrum, providing the relative extinction of the atmosphere as a
function of tangent altitude. The obtained transmittance spectra are
therefore self-calibrated and do not require an absolute calibration. The
transmittance T(w,i) for the binned spectrum Y(w,i), which was also
corrected for straylight is calculated as:
Tðw; iÞ ¼

Yðw; iÞ
SðwÞ

(3)

with S the TOA reference spectrum and can be calculated using different
methods as described in [Trompet et al., 2016]. An example of UVIS
transmittance spectra for an occultation observation is shown in Fig. 12.
4.9.2. Nadir/limb channel: radiance conversion
The nadir and limb observations do not have a solar reference measurement to perform a self–calibration, therefore, an absolute radiometric conversion is required. The radiometric calibration was obtained
using laboratory measurements recorded with the pFM before launch.
Because of some delay in the building of NOMAD, those measurements
took place at the Centre Spatial de Liege during the thermal and vacuum
tests before integration into the satellite. This gave the opportunity to

Fig. 12. Examples of transmittance spectra recorded at different altitudes for the occultation observation 20180426_141,656. The characteristic absorption feature of
ozone Hartley band is recognizable between 220 and 290 nm below 30 km.
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Fig. 13. a) UVIS spectra of the 3 lamps used for the determination of the radiance conversion for the nadir/limb channel. b) Count-to-radiance (CTR) curve derived
using the 3 lamps (black line). The curves derived for each lamp are given by the colored lines with their associated error. The ordinate axis refers to a radiance given
in μW cm2 sr1 nm1 and an IT in ms.

top of the atmosphere (in the present case, the F used comes from “TSIS”
public database which provides daily Solar measurements2). Note that
Fig. 14b is only given to emphasize the atmospheric features, the radiance factor product is not provided in the UVIS data ﬁles.

two: the scaling factor was obtained by taking the ratio of the two RS12
and W spectra (in count/s). The extrapolation of the radiance to the other
wavelengths down to 372 nm was performed by scaling the irradiance
radiometric certiﬁcate of the W lamp with the scaling factor.
Below 372 nm, a 30 W deuterium lamp (model L6310 by Hamamatsu®, 1% uncertainty) was used. The same method was used for the
deuterium (D2) lamp by scaling the radiance at 372 nm using the nowknown (rescaled) W radiance at that wavelength. We took into account
the UV absorption by the air in the optical path of the light between the
lamp source and the vacuum chamber containing UVIS.
The ﬁnal “binned” CTR is given in Fig. 13b with the contribution from
each lamp. In practice, the CTR is calculated for each CCD row in the LR
as this allows for a unique CTR to be calculated for each UVIS nadir (or
limb) measurement by removing the equivalent bad pixels from the CTR
prior to binning.
An example of radiance converted nadir measurements is shown in
Fig. 14a. The radiance plot contains the solar lines and the spectrum
intensity increases by more than two orders of magnitude between UV
and visible wavelengths, making this representation sub-optimal to
highlight the desired atmospheric features. Fig. 14b gives the same
spectra but converted into radiance factor Rf ¼ π FI , where I is the
measured radiance by UVIS and F is the incident solar irradiance at the

4.10. Error and uncertainty
This section gives the details of the errors available in the UVIS ﬁles
that are calculated along the different calibration steps.
4.10.1. “Random” error
We provide the so-called “random” error dataset associated to each
pixel frame YDC(w,r) after the DC removal. It is composed of three
different sources: the shot noise (SN), the readout noise (RN) and the
dark current (DC) removal error. The unbinned random error (ErrRdmU) is
calculated as follows:
ErrRdmU ðw; rÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ErrSN ðw; rÞ2 þ ErrRN 2 þ ErrDC ðw; rÞ2

with
ErrSN ðw; rÞ2 ¼

ErrRN 2 ¼

2

The “TSIS” database is publicly available on the LASP website (https://lasp
.colorado.edu/lisird/) and provides daily solar measurements, covering the
UVIS range, recorded by the Spectral Irradiance Monitor (SIM) [Harder et al.,
2005]. Practically, to calculate the Rf, both I and F had to be convoluted to take
account of each other's variable spectral resolution.
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Fig. 14. a) Example of radiance converted nadir spectra. Note the intensity difference between UV and the longer wavelength region that can reach more than 2
orders of magnitude. b) Same spectra as in the top panel but given as radiance factors. The characteristic absorption feature of the ozone Hartley band is visible
between 220 and 290 nm at the polar latitudes below 60 S as expected at this period (Ls ¼ 188.3 ) [Willame et al., 2017].

ErrDC ðw; rÞ2 ¼

X∂Ydark ðw; rÞ2
Xj

∂Xj

method [Depiesse et al., In prep], the error is calculated from the same
experimental steps used to estimate the straylight. For the “in-ﬂight”
method [Mason et al., 2022], an error quantiﬁcation is not possible due
to the nature of the method. It was estimated by comparison with the
results of the lab method error and set arbitrarily to a conservative value
of 5% of the total straylight. However, this still requires further analysis
for improvement.
The smearing correction error is calculated similarly as the smearing
removal process described in Section 4.5, and using cumulative terms of
the unbinned random error:

ΔXj2

The shot noise is calculated using the gain G of the CCD. The read
noise is calculated using the standard deviation on all pixels (w and r) of
the bias difference frame; and the dark current error is calculated using
the partial derivatives of Equation (1), where Xj can stand for YdarkP,
YdarkN, Tﬁt(mdark1), Tﬁt(mdark2) or Tﬁt(m).
As the data are then vertically averaged on all the rows of the wellilluminated region of the CCD, the binned random error becomes:

ErrRdm ðwÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
P
2
r ErrRdmU ðw; rÞ

ErrSC ðw; rÞ2 ¼

Nr ðwÞ

The radiance conversion error was estimated from the experimental
process described in Section 4.9.2 and are displayed through the error
bars in Fig. 13b. This includes the uncertainties of the whole experimental set-up (lamp radiance, mirrors, windows, diffuser measurements)
but also the uncertainties due to the calibration process, as the measurements follow all the calibration steps (from offset to straylight
removal) before being used to determine the radiance conversion.
The “total” error dataset regroups the “random” and “systematic”
error contributions, it is calculated from the quadratic sum:

where Nr is the number of row included in the binning. It varies with w by
taking into account the bad pixels removed and the CCD rows selected as
valid data.
4.10.2. “Systematic” error
Another error dataset called “systematic” is calculated within the
pipeline. It includes the errors due to the straylight removal (ErrSl, for all
types of measurement), the smearing correction (ErrSC, for nadir/limb
only) and the radiance conversion (ErrRad, for nadir/limb only).

ErrTot ðwÞ ¼

ErrSys ðwÞ ¼ ErrSl for occultation
ErrSys ðwÞ ¼

rr0

2
0:01 X
ErrRdmU w; rj
IT rj ¼0

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ErrSl ðwÞ2 þ ErrSC ðwÞ2 þ ErrRad ðwÞ2 for nadir=limb

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ErrRdm ðwÞ2 þ ErrSys ðwÞ2

Fig. 15 shows an example of the random and total errors for a nadir
observation. The total error usually represents around 3–4% in the visible
range and becomes larger in the UV with values generally comprised
between 5 and 15% (above 220 nm). Note that the three error datasets

The straylight correction is not discussed in this paper. For the “lab”
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Fig. 15. Example of nadir spectra in radiance factor with errors (same observation as in Fig. 14). The black curve shows the transmittance error from “random” error
while the purple curve is the “total” error.

(random, systematic and total) are available separately in the data ﬁles
for science analysis purposes.

4.11. Instrument ageing
The ageing of any spatial instrument must be taken into account,
especially in the UV where the photons are more energetic. To reduce this
effect, UVIS's optical ﬁbers were pre-solarized before the launch which
decreased their transmittivity and stabilizes it for any further
degradation.
In ﬂight monitoring of the degradation can be performed with the
occultation channel by analysing direct Sun measurements along the
mission duration. From this analysis, a deterioration was observed
reaching a decrease of some tens % for the recorded count rate in the UV
around 250 nm. However, it is not an issue for the calculation of the
transmittances as both the atmospheric measurements and the exoatmospheric reference spectrum are affected by the same degradation,
canceling the effect when taking the ratio (cf. Section 4.9.1).
For the nadir channel, the degradation would be an issue as it works
with an absolute calibration. Fortunately, the UV incoming radiation is
much less intense than in the occultation channel, making the degradation process much slower. Contrarily to occultation, we don't have any
calibrated or characterized light source that can be used as a standard on
ﬂight. However, in the next section we show a radiometric comparison
with coincident nadir measurements from MARCI. It provides an indirect

4.10.3. Transmittance error
The occultation error is obtained from the partial derivatives of
Equation (3) in Section 4.9.1 and is calculated as:

ErrT ðw; iÞ ¼

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
ErrTot ðw; iÞ2 þ Tðw; iÞ2 dSðwÞ2
SðwÞ

with dS the total error associated to the TOA reference spectrum S.
See [Trompet et al., 2016] for more details about the calculation. Fig. 16
shows examples of occultation transmittance spectra with their associated errors. The total (relative) error is usually lower than 1% in the
visible range and becomes larger in the UV, where the signal drops, and
especially below 260 nm (cf. Fig. 10). It also increases as lower altitudes
in the atmosphere are probed, due to the larger extinction of the signal.
For instance, the relative error in the UV (220–300 nm) is typically
0.5–3% for the transmittance curve around 0.8 and can reach values
between 5 and 20% for the transmittance curve below 0.2.

Fig. 16. Example of occultation spectra in transmittance with errors (same observation as in Fig. 12). The black curve gives the “random” error while the purple curve
also includes the 5% straylight error (i.e. “total” error).
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comparison will be extended in time in order to monitor the degradation
later in the mission.

way to monitor the degradation of the UVIS nadir channel. The comparison does not emphasize any deterioration of the nadir channel (see
next section for details).

6. Conclusion
5. UVIS-MARCI nadir comparison
We presented in this work the calibration process applied to UVIS
data. The raw data undergo a series of calibration steps:

To assess the validity of the calibration, we have performed a comparison of nadir measurements from UVIS with those obtained by the
MARCI instrument [Bell et al., 2009]. The comparison is shown in Fig. 17
and uses paired “coincident” UVIS-MARCI measurements between May
2018 and December 2020 (MARCI measurements were obtained from
[Wolff et al., 2010]). The paired observations considered here were
recorded within 30 min, with a maximum of 60 km on the ground from
each other and with the same geometry (difference of incidence angle
<1 ). This matching constraint is a balance between choosing the most
similar matching pairs and keeping enough of them to have a good statistic for the comparison, with about 70 pairs comprising Fig. 17. For an
appropriate comparison, the UVIS measurements were integrated using
the band pass distribution of MARCI, that cover about 40 nm for the UV
bands (6 and 7) and about 60 nm for the visible bands (1, 2 and 3).
One can see in Fig. 17 that the agreement between the two instruments is generally good, with differences mostly lying between
10%. A  10% difference seems to us a good conﬁdence interval taking
into account the individual measurement uncertainties of each instrument (typically, the uncertainty on MARCI's radiance varies between 1
and 10%), and the fact that the two instruments do not observe exactly
the same scenery, in terms of time, location and/or viewing angle.
First, we should highlight the fact that the calibration is not very
sensitive to the straylight removal in the visible range, on the contrary to
the UV where it is critical. Indeed, as one can see from Fig. 10, the proportion of straylight in the visible is relatively limited in the visible and
becomes more signiﬁcant in the UV toward shorter wavelengths, where it
can even be larger than the “true” signal itself. The impact can be seen in
the comparison plots of Fig. 17: If we consider the visible ranges (bands 1,
2 and 3), we see that the calibration using the two straylight removal
methods are (almost) identical. While for the UV (band 6 and 7), we can
(sometimes) observe more marked differences between the results of the
two methods. Both methods are generally in good agreement (as shown
in Fig. 11 for the UV range around 255 nm). A more detailed comparison
between the straylight removal results are provided in the companion
paper of [Depiesse et al., In prep].
Bands 2 and 3 (550 and 600 nm) show a very good agreement between the two instruments with almost all points within 10%. While
Band 1 shows also a good general agreement, with the majority of the
points lying within the 10% range, but we observe a larger spread than
for all others bands with several times differences between 10 and 20%
and even larger for a few points (that reach up to 30%). The reason for
the larger spread around 440 nm is still under investigation.
The results for band 7 around 320 nm also show a very good agreement with MARCI with almost all points included in the 10% for both
methods and for which the results are usually very similar.
For band 6 around 260 nm, Fig. 10 shows how critical the straylight
correction is at lower wavelengths. However, the agreement with MARCI
is also good with most of the differences within 10%. Some points reach
larger differences (10–30%) but are generally grouped together in Ls
periods, which could suggest that the straylight removal correction may
not be optimal for the illumination during these periods, and is still under
investigation for improvement.
As mentioned in the previous section, the present comparison with
MARCI measurements is also an indirect way to monitor the degradation
of the nadir channel along time. The fact that UVIS results remain usually
within 10% from MARCI's radiance during the whole covered period
tends to show that no signiﬁcant degradation is observed for the nadir
channel from the beginning of the mission until January 2021. The

1. Potential non-linearity correction (for pixels in the non-linear
regime)
2. Offset bias subtraction;
3. Dark current removal based on the temperature of the CCD;
4. Wavelength-pixel assignment;
5. Bad pixel identiﬁcation/removal, critical for the nadir channel
measurements with low signal (especially for nightside and limb
measurements);
6. Smearing removal;
7. Straylight calculation/removal, critical for the UV part of the
spectrum. Two different and independent methods, called “lab”
and “in-ﬂight”, can be applied for the nadir channel. For the
occultation channel, only the in-ﬂight method is applicable. The
straylight removal methods were not described in the present
paper but are described in detail in two companion papers: see
[Mason et al., 2022] for the in-ﬂight method and [Depiesse et al.,
In prep] for the lab method, which also includes a comparison
between the results of the two methods. A brief comparison between the results of two methods was provided and shows
generally similar results, allowing to validate each other's;
8. Vertical binning on the illuminated rows of the CCD to increase
the SNR (using the noise pixel ﬂag to discard bad pixels);
9. Transmittance conversion for the occultation channel. This conversion is relative and self –calibrated as the solar reference
measurement used to divide all spectra is recorded for each
observation;
10. Absolute radiance conversion is necessary for the nadir channel.
The radiance conversion curve was calculated from laboratory
measurements obtained before launch in 2015 from three calibrated/known light sources;
As a ﬁnal validation of the full calibration, a radiometric comparison
of coincident nadir measurements from the MARCI instrument aboard
MRO was provided for MARCI's ﬁve band in the UV and visible between
260 and 600 nm. The comparison between the two instruments shows
generally very good agreement validating the calibration. Yet, some
sporadic divergences are still reported and under investigation (between
the two straylight methods and between MARCI-UVIS) which may lead to
future improvement in the process of the calibration.
The calibrated UVIS data are used by the NOMAD team for studying
the Martian atmosphere and have already led to some research results:
the ﬁrst detection of the Oxygen green and red lines (at 557.7 and 630
nm) from dayglow on Mars [Gerard et al., 2020, 2021]; Improved altitude distributions of ozone [Khayat et al., 2021; Patel et al., 2021]; Climatologies of ozone, dust and ice clouds from nadir measurements
[Mason et al., EPSC2021; Willame et al., EPSC2021].
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